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1 Introduction

The idea of this proposal is that the grid should never modify itself behind the
user’s back in a manner that could cause a data race. It follows the paradigm
that const means thread-safe and mutable means thread-safe too[4]. It basically
states that whenever an object is const or accessed through a const reference,
then using it does not introduce a race. Making a member mutable means
that the member either is an internally synchronized object (e. g. a lock or a
concurrent container), or access to it is protected by a synchronization object.
A class that annotates a member with the keyword mutable promises proper
synchronization in all uses of that member.

There are, of course, a few places there it is not feasible to fully follow this
paradigm, because doing so would mean to completely redesign Dune’s grid
interfaces. The most important exception of this kind is communication, as
detailed below.

2 Authoritative Specification

This specification covers the following user-visible types that make up the a grid
implementation (the associated types): the Grid itself, the LeafGridView and
LevelGridView, the IndexSets, the IdSets, the CollectiveCommunication,
the entity-Iterators, the IntersectionIterators, the HierarchicIterator

s, the Entitys, the Intersections, the Geometrys, the EntitySeeds, and the
GridFactory. This also applies to the deprecated EntityPointers, as far as
they are still used.

Values of the associated types may hold references to a grid object, and may
potentially access or modify the grid through that reference. Default values for
many of the associated types can be obtained by default-construction, or by
copying or moving from a default value. Such values do not contain a reference
to the grid.

The grid may reference a communication layer instance, and the communi-
cation layer instance may be shared between multiple grids and code unrelated
to a any grid.

Modifying an object means passing an non-const reference to that object to
some operation, unless the operation explicitly states otherwise. Accessing an
object means passing a const reference to that object to some operation.

1. Modifying an object races with accessing or modifying the same object.
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2. Modifying the grid races with accessing any object obtained by reference
directly or indirectly from the grid.

3. Modifying the grid races with accessing or modifying any object that holds
a reference to the grid, unless

(a) the modification is copy/move assignment to an object, overwriting
a previous value that references the grid being modified;

(b) the access is copy/move assignment/construction from an object that
references the grid being modified; or

(c) the modification is destruction of an object that references the grid
being modified.

4. Any communication modifies the communication layer instance referenced
by the grid. The following methods may communicate

(a) Grid::communicate() and GridView::communicate().

(b) Grid::preAdapt(), Grid::adapt(), Grid::postAdapt().

(c) Grid::loadBalance().

(d) Grid::~Grid().

(e) GridFactory default constructor, GridFactory::createGrid(), GridFactory
::~GridFactory().

(f) Any method on the CollectiveCommunication except size(), rank
(), and operator MPI_Comm().

2.1 Implications

The exceptions for copying, moving, and destruction do not cover actually ob-
taining values for associated objects or references from the grid (directly or
indirectly) while the grid is being modified concurrently. They also don’t cover
using such values in ways other than assignment.

The value of an object that has been moved from is indeterminate – in par-
ticular the internal reference to the grid may be unchanged, or it may reference
the ”other” grid, or it may not reference a grid at all.

Marking for adaptation modifies the grid as a whole, and thus races with
e. g. dereferencing an iterator. This may be addressed by a separate capability
(markThreadSafe).

For MPI, there is only one global instance of the communication layer. This
implies that only one communication may happen at any given time. This is not
limited to one grid, i. e. even a communication within grid A may not happen
concurrently with a communication within grid B. But communication may still
run concurrently to other operations (e. g. a grid traversal).

The following methods may not communicate: Grid::comm(), GridView::
comm(), and Grid::globalRefine(). This allows the typical idiom to log only
on rank 0 without locking:

if(gv.comm().rank() == 0)

std::cout << "Something is happening" << std::endl;
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3 Examples

3.1 RACE FREE: Integrating over the grid

This might be used to test the leaf grid view against some other grid view. It
iterates over both grid views in parallel, extracting geometries and indices, and
calling father() on each entity.

These functions promise thread safety because their arguments are const.
This means that if they pass their arguments to some operation, that operation
in turn promises thread safety. Of course the promise is void as soon a someone
else uses the grid or any of the associated types in a non-const manner.

These functions could themselves introduce data races if e. g. two threads
increment the same iterator object, or assign to the same entity object (but of
course they don’t do that in this example).

template <class GV , class Func >

double integrate_task(const GV& gv , const Func& func ,

unsigned quadOrder ,

unsigned taskCount , unsigned

taskNum)

{

double result = 0;

auto size = std:: distance(gv.template begin <0>(), gv

.template end <0>());

auto end = std::next(gv.template begin <0>(),

(size * (taskNum +1)) / taskCount

);

for(auto i = std::next(gv.template begin <0>(),

(size * taskNum) / taskCount)

;

i != end; ++i)

{

const auto &e = *i;

const auto &geo = e.geometry ();

const auto &rule =

Dune:: QuadratureRules <typename GV::ctype ,

GV::dimension >:: general(e.

type(), quadOrder);

const auto &lfunc = func(e);

for(const auto & qp : rule)

result += lfunc(qp.position ()) * qp.weight () *

geo.integrationElement(qp.position ());

}

return result;

}

template <class GV , class Func >

double integrate(const GV& gv , const Func& func ,

unsigned quadOrder ,
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unsigned taskCount)

{

std::vector <std::future <double > > tasks(taskCount);

for(unsigned taskNum = 0; taskNum < taskCount; ++

taskNum)

tasks[taskNum] = std:: async(integrate_task <GV,

Func >, gv , func ,

quadOrder , taskCount ,

taskNum);

double result = 0;

for(unsigned taskNum = 0; taskNum < taskCount; ++

taskNum)

result += tasks[taskNum ].get();

return result;

}

template <class GV >

class Func {

GV gv_;

public:

Func(const GV& gv) : gv_(gv) { }

auto operator ()(typename GV:: template Codim <0>::

Entity e) const

{

// get ancestor on some defined level

while(!gv_.contains(e))

e = e.father ();

// unique number for each ancestor

auto param = gv.template size <0>() * e.type().

topologyId ()/2 +

gv.indexSet ().index(e);

return

[param]( const Dune:: FieldVector <typename GV::

ctype , GV::dimension > &pos)

{

return param;

};

}

};

template <class Grid , class Func >

bool checkLeaf(const Grid &g, const Func &func ,

unsigned quadOrder , double eps ,

unsigned taskCount)

{

using std::abs;

auto leafResultFuture =

std:: async(integrate <typename Grid:: LeafGridView ,
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Func >,

grid.leafGridview (), func , quadOrder ,

taskCount / 2);

auto levelResult = integrate(grid.levelGridView(grid

.maxLevel ()), func ,

quadOrder , taskCount /

2);

auto leafResult = leafResultFuture.get();

return abs(leafResult - levelResult) < eps;

}

template <class Grid >

bool checkLeaf(const Grid &g, double eps , unsigned

taskCount)

{

return checkLeaf(g, Func <typename Grid::

LevelGridView >(g.levelGridView (0)),

0, eps , taskCount ());

}

3.2 RACE: Using the reference obtained from an iterator
concurrently to incrementing the iterator

This as actually a race for different reasons, depending on whether dereferencing
the iterator yields a reference or a temporary.

reference It is a race because the iterator must provide storage for the entity
internally. There is no syncronization against the iterator being incre-
mented and thus invalidating the reference before or while the lambda
executes.

temporary It is a race because the temporary is bound to the loop variable.
There is no synchronization against the loop variable going out of scope,
destroying the bound temporary and thus invalidating the captured refer-
ence before or while the lambda executes.

The fix is in both cases not to capture by reference, but by value. Even
though that may mean making an extra copy. In C++14 it is also possible to
capture by move, mitigating the cost for the extra copy.

template <class GV >

double volume(const GV &gv)

{

std::vector <std::future <double > > tasks;

for(const auto &e : elements(gv))

tasks.append(std:: async ([&e]{ return e.geometry ().

volume (); }));

double result = 0;

for(auto &t : tasks)

result += t.get();

return result;
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}

3.3 RACE: concurrent marking for adaptation with lock-
ing

This protects multiple calls to mark() against racing with each other with ex-
plicit locks. However, it still allows races between

• mark() and advancing the iterator

• mark() and dereferencing the iterator

• mark() and any accesses in needsAdapt() (such as extracting an index
for an entity from an existing index set, or looking up father elements).

The copy-construction of the iterators end and i and their destruction does
not race with mark(), because the specification explicitly says that it doesn’t.

template <class Entity >

int needsAdapt(const Entity &e);

template <class Grid >

void markEntities(Grid& g, unsigned taskCount)

{

std:: mutex lock;

const auto gv = g.leafGridView ();

const auto allbegin = gv.template begin <0>();

auto auto size = std:: distance(allbegin , gv.template

end <0>());

std::vector <std::future <void > > tasks(taskCount);

for(unsigned taskNum = 0; taskNum < taskCount; ++

taskNum)

tasks[taskNum] =

std:: async ([&g,&lock ,&allbegin ,size ,taskCount ,

taskNum] {

auto end = std::next(allbegin , (size * (

taskNum +1)) / taskCount);

for(auto i = std::next(allbegin , (size *

taskNum) / taskCount);

i != end; ++i)

{

int refcount = needsAdapt (*i);

if(refcount > 0) {

std:: lock_guard <std::mutex > guard(lock);

g.mark(*i, refcount);

}

}

});

// join everything
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for(auto & task : tasks)

task.get();

}

4 Advice to Programmers

To use a grid that declares itself view-thread safe in a safe manner, observe the
following guide lines.

4.1 Prefer Operations on the Grid Views over Operations
on the Grid

This applies to obtaining iterators and index sets as well as communicating.
These methods are deprecated on the grid, and the interaction with concur-

rently obtained iterators, grid views, index sets, and id sets as well as concurrent
communication is complex.

4.2 Avoid Re-Obtaining the Same Grid View.

When obtaining a grid view the grid is likely to use explicit synchronization
internally, e.g. to initialize index sets. Therefore, if there is a sequential section
where grid view can be obtained, then that is the best place to do it.

Once a grid view has been obtained, it should be OK to request the index
set from it frequently. (But requesting index sets from the grid directly should
be avoided, because that must go through the same synchronization as creating
grid views. However, that is deprecated anyways.)

4.3 You may do one communication concurrently with
many other thread safe operations

Communication means any method on a collective communication object, ex-
cept as noted below. It also means the communicate() methods on the grid
view (or grid).

Obtaining a collective communication from the grid or grid view does not
constitute a communication in itself, and neither does calling size() or rank()
on the collective communication.

4.4 Avoid Re-Obtaining the ID sets

As for the grid views and index sets, requesting an ID set may require initial-
ization, and thus internal synchronization in the grid.

4.5 You are free to obtain entity iterators concurrently

You may obtain iterators from the same grid view in different threads concur-
rently. Alternatively, each thread may have it’s own copy of the grid view, and
may obtain iterators from it.
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4.6 Entity iterators and pointers may be concurrently copied

This applies to the source of the copy only, of course, the target is modified and
that needs exclusive access.

5 Rationale

5.1 Communication

Communication suffers from issues besides thread-safety, and a solution for those
is required before there can be a solution to thread-safety.

One issue is with correct ordering of communication. A user might attempt
to do communication from multiple threads, avoiding thread-safety issues by
using a lock to synchronize access to the communication layer. However, this
will typically lead to inter-node deadlocks (or worse), because the order in which
different threads acquire the lock may not be the same on different nodes. But
if the user can ensure that different nodes communicate in the same order, then
that will already guarantee synchronized use of the communication, making
extra locking superfluous. If the communication layer were to offer a solution to
the ordering problem, it would probably involve using tags or communicators to
identify certain communications, which would also offer a solution to tell apart
concurrent communications.

Another issue is with current MPI implementations and specifications, which
severely restrict multithreading. The MPI 1.3 standard[1] is fully threadsafe
and allows concurrent calls from multiple threads, but probably nobody imple-
mented that properly. The MPI 2.2[2] and 3.1[3] standards define four levels of
thread safety:

MPI_THREAD_SINGLE The process may not use threads.

MPI_THREAD_FUNNELED The process may use threads, but only the main thread
may make MPI calls. The main thread is the thread that called MPI_INIT_THREAD

.

MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED The process may use threads, and multiple threads
may issue MPI calls, but they may not do so concurrently and must ensure
proper synchronization.

MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE The process may use threads and multiple threads may
issue MPI calls concurrently without restrictions.

In 2013 Wittman et. al.[5] state that most implementations support MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE
nowadays, at least in some configuration (MPICH2, MVAPICH 1.9a2, IBM

MPI 1.2, Cray MPI (standard configuration)). However, they report caveats for
some popular implementations: OpenMPI 1.6.3 disables the InfiniBand trans-
port when MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE is requested, and Intel MPI 4.0.3 exhibits
deadlocks with MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE and some of the wait functions. As of
the time of this writing, the current versions are OpenMPI 1.10.0 and Intel MPI
5.1, however the current stable Debian (jessie) still ships with OpenMPI 1.6.5
and is configured to only allow MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED.

Documentation on the actual provided multithreading level in the individual
MPI implementations is sparse, making further investigation difficult. Testing
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each implementation in multiple versions and multiple configurations is impos-
sible and attempting it would probably lead to issues going unnoticed (e. g.
OpenMPI disabling InfiniBand would probably not have been discovered that
way). The overall impression is though that at least MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED

is supported everywhere.
Thus we can target MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED as a minimum. This at least

allows to do communication from one thread. It also allows to overlap e. g. a
solver that uses MPI internally and other communication, as long as they coordi-
nate by locking the communication layer and use different communicators/tags,
and no more then one of them uses blocking communication.

Requiring MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE would allow to get rid of the locking, and
would allow for blocking communication in more than one thread, and the re-
quired coordination would be reduced to using different communicators/tags for
independent communications.

A Implications

Here we analyze in detail the implication for each method on the associated
types.

A.1 Method of Description

A.1.1 Explicit Arguments

Each call of a method of some object associated with a grid operates on the
provided method parameters and possibly on *this. These constitute the ex-
plicit call arguments. Operation on such an argument may be exclusive, which
prohibits any concurrent calls that operate on the same argument, or shared,
which allows other concurrent shared operations.

A.1.2 Implicit Call Arguments

Some explicit arguments may provide access to other data structures. These are
implicit call arguments. Examples include the grid being potentially accessed
through a grid view or an entity, or a communication layer instance being ac-
cessed through a grid instance.

A.1.3 Access Modes

Each argument may be accessed by a certain call in a certain way.

none The call does not access this argument in any way. Concurrent calls using
this argument may happen in any mode.

shared The call reads the argument, but does not modify it, or otherwise
ensures that multiple concurrent shared calls are safe.

exclusive The call modifies the argument. No concurrent exclusive or shared
accesses are permissible, but concurrent calls with none access are allowed.

The ”none” access mode is useful to make clear that an (implicit) call argu-
ment, that is potentially available, is not actually used.
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A.1.4 Communication

There is currently no provision in Dune to handle multiple MPI communications
concurrently. The rule therefore is: there may be at most one communication
happening at any one time, and this applies to view-thread safe grids too. How-
ever, if the grid is view-thread safe, you can do many other things concurrently
to communication, and thus attempt latency hiding. We formulate this by
declaring that communication methods have an implicit MPI argument acces-
sible through the grid and need exclusive access to it. Different grid instances
typically share the same MPI reference, so a communication may happen only
on one grid instance at any given time.

Methods such as size() and rank() can always be called, even if a commu-
nication is happening concurrently. To express this, such calls are listed with
”none” access with regard to their MPI argument. To make this possible, the
grid needs exclusive access to the communication layer when it constructs the
CollectiveCommunication object initially.

A.2 Default Rules

The default rules cover default construction, copy/move construction/assign-
ment, and destruction. They apply to those objects that a grid may return by
value: the Entitys, the EntityIterators, the EntityPointers, the EntitySeed
s, the Geometrys, the GridView, the Intersections, and the IntersectionIterator
s. They are not meant to require those operations for those objects, they only
require that if those operations are supported, then they must comply.

The default rules do not apply to the CollectiveCommunication,1 the
IdSets, and the IndexSets, as the grid only provides references to objects of
those types. They also don’t apply to the Grid and the GridFactory.

A.2.1 Default Construction

A default-constructed value does not contain a reference to a grid. Any oper-
ation involving such a value, if it is permissible at all, does not access a grid
through that value.

Type()

argument access

*this exclusive

A.2.2 Destruction

Destroying an object does not access the referenced grid, and does not access
the communication layer.

~Type()

1CollectiveCommunication<MPI_Comm> is a pitfall here, it allows default construction, but
that is not thread-safe under MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED.
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argument access

*this exclusive
grid none
MPI none

A.2.3 (Converting) Copy Construction and Assignment

The grid referenced by the overwritten value in assignment is not accessed. The
communication layer is not accessed. Can we

specify
none ac-
cess in
grid[rhs
]?

Can we
specify
none ac-
cess in
grid[rhs
]?

Type(const Type &rhs)

template <class T2 > Type(const T2 &rhs)

Type &operator =( const Type &rhs)

template <class T2 > Type &operator =( const T2 &rhs)

argument access

*this exclusive
rhs shared
grid[pre] none
grid[rhs] shared
MPI[any] none

A.2.4 (Converting) Move Construction and Assignment

The grid referenced by the overwritten value in assignment is not accessed.
However, rhs may end up referencing that grid. The communication layer is
not accessed. Can we

specify
none ac-
cess in
grid[rhs
]?

Can we
specify
none ac-
cess in
grid[rhs
]?

It is unspecified whether after the move the internal grid reference in rhs is
unchanged, or contains a reference to the grid previously referenced by *this,
or does not reference a grid at all. This makes copy construction/assignment a
valid implementation of move construction/assignment.

Type(Type &&rhs)

template <class T2 > Type(T2 &&rhs)

Type &operator =(Type &&rhs)

template <class T2 > Type &operator =(T2 &&rhs)

argument access

*this exclusive
rhs exclusive
grid[pre] none
grid[rhs] shared
MPI[any] none
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A.3 Description of Individual Types

A.3.1 CollectiveCommunication

All methods that don’t actually communicate are thread safe and do not ac-
cess the communication layer. All other methods need exclusive access to the
communication layer, but only shared access to *this or the grid.

The default rules do not apply.2

int rank () const

int size () const

operator MPI_Comm () const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI none

T sum (T &in) const

int sum (T *inout , int len) const

T prod (T &in) const

int prod (T *inout , int len) const

T min (T &in) const

int min (T *inout , int len) const

T max (T &in) const

int max (T *inout , int len) const

int barrier () const

int broadcast (T *inout , int len , int root) const

int gather (T *in , T *out , int len , int root) const

int scatter (T *send , T *recv , int len , int root)

const

int allgather (T *sbuf , int count , T1 *rbuf) const

int allreduce (Type *inout , int len) const

int allreduce (Type *in , Type *out , int len) const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI exclusive

A.3.2 Entity

All methods on the entity are thread safe in terms of the entity object and the
grid. The communication layer is never accessed. The default rules apply.

2With the current implementation of CollectiveCommunication<MPI_Comm> and
MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED a grid cannot create a CollectiveCommunication object in its comm()
method on-demand from an MPI communicator in a thread-safe manner. This also applies to
default-constructing, since that implicitly uses MPI_COMM_WORLD.
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GeometryType type () const

EntitySeed seed () const

int level () const

PartitionType partitionType () const

Geometry geometry () const

bool operator ==( const Entity &) const

bool operator !=( const Entity &) const

bool operator ==( const EntityPointer &) const //

deprecated

bool operator !=( const EntityPointer &) const //

deprecated

const Entity &operator *() const // deprecated

const Entity *operator ->() const // deprecated

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI none

A.3.3 Entity<0>

This applies to entities of codim 0. The methods are the same as for the general
Entity (see A.3.2), but with the following additions:

template <int codim > int count () const // deprecated

unsigned subEntities(unsigned codim) const

bool isLeaf () const

bool isRegular () const

bool isNew () const

bool mightVanish () const

bool hasBoundaryIntersections () const

HierarchicIterator hbegin (int maxlevel) const

HierarchicIterator hend (int maxlevel) const

EntityPointer subEntity (int i) const

EntityPointer father () const

bool hasFather () const

LocalGeometry geometryInFather () const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI none

A.3.4 EntityIterator

Methods on EntityIterators are always thread safe with respect to the grid.
The communication layer is not accessed. The default rules apply. The EntityIterator
still provides most of the methods provided by the Entity. This is deprecated,
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but as long this is done the same rules as for the Entity apply (see A.3.2 and
A.3.3).

EntityIterator &operator ++()

EntityIterator operator ++( int)

argument access

*this exclusive
grid shared
MPI none

Entity &operator *() const

Entity *operator ->() const

bool operator ==( const EntityIterator &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const EntityIterator &rhs) const

bool operator ==( const EntityIterator2 &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const EntityIterator2 &rhs) const

bool operator ==( const EntityPointer &rhs) const //

deprecated

bool operator !=( const EntityPointer &rhs) const //

deprecated

argument access

*this shared
rhs shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none

A.3.5 EntityPointer

Methods on EntityPointers are always thread safe with respect to the grid.
The communication layer is not accessed. The default rules apply. The EntityPointer
still provides most of the methods provided by the Entity. As long this

is done the same rules as for the Entity apply (see A.3.2 and A.3.3). The
EntityPointer as a whole is deprecated.

EntityPointer(const EntityIterator &rhs)

EntityPointer(const Entity &rhs)

EntityPointer &operator =(const EntityIterator &rhs)

EntityPointer &operator =(const Entity &rhs)

The default rules apply.

Entity &operator *() const

Entity *operator ->() const

bool operator ==( const EntityPointer &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const EntityPointer &rhs) const

bool operator ==( const EntityIterator &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const EntityIterator &rhs) const
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argument access

*this shared
rhs shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none

A.3.6 EntitySeed

Methods on EntitySeeds are always thread safe with respect to the grid. The
communication layer is not accessed. The default rules apply.

bool isValid () const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI none

A.3.7 Geometry

Methods on Geometrys are always thread safe with respect to the grid. The
communication layer is not accessed. The default rules apply.

GeometryType type() const

int corners () const

GlobalCoordinate corner(int i) const

bool affine () const

GlobalCoordinate global(const LocalCoordinate &local)

const

LocalCoordinate local(const GlobalCoordinate &global)

const

ctype integrationElement(const LocalCoordinate &local)

const

ctype volume () const

GlobalCoordinate center () const

JacobianTransposed jacobianTransposed(const

LocalCoordinate &local) const

JacobianInverseTransposed jacobianInverseTransposed(

const LocalCoordinate &local) const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI none
local shared
global shared
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A.3.8 Grid

There is one part of the grid that needs to be considered separately: the storage
of refinement marks. This must be considered as one unit, such that updates
of marks for different entities conflict, since the grid may choose to store the
marks e. g. in a map. But as the specification is now, modifying a refinement
mark conflicts even with shared operations on the grid, such as dereferencing
an iterator. markThreadSafe

, anyone?
markThreadSafe

, anyone?The default rules do not apply, thread-safety with regard to construction,
assignment and destruction is implementation-defined.

size_t numBoundarySegments () const

int maxLevel () const

int size(int level , int codim) const

int size(int codim) const

int size(int level , GeometryType type) const

int size(GeometryType type) const

int overlapSize(int level , int codim) const

int overlapSize(int codim) const

int ghostSize(int level , int codim) const

int ghostSize(int codim) const

EntityPointer entityPointer(const EntitySeed &seed)

const // deprecated

Entity entity(const EntitySeed &seed) const

Partition <pitype >:: LevelGridView levelGridView(int

level) const

LevelGridView levelGridView(int level) const

Partition < pitype >:: LeafGridView leafGridView () const

LeafGridView leafGridView () const

const GlobalIdSet &globalIdSet () const

const LocalIdSet &localIdSet () const

int getMark(const Entity <0> &e) const

const CollectiveCommunication &comm() const

Partition <pitype >:: LevelIterator lbegin(int level)

const // deprecated

Partition <pitype >:: LevelIterator lend(int level) const

// deprecated

LevelIterator lbegin(int level) const // deprecated

LevelIterator lend(int level) const // deprecated

Partition <pitype >:: LeafIterator leafbegin () const //

deprecated

Partition <pitype >:: LeafIterator leafend () const //

deprecated

LeafIterator leafbegin () const // deprecated

LeafIterator leafend () const // deprecated

const LevelIndexSet &levelIndexSet(int level) const

const LeafIndexSet &leafIndexSet () const
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argument access

*this shared
seed shared
e shared
grid[seed|e] shared
MPI[any] none

bool loadBalance ()

bool loadBalance(DataHandle &data)

bool adapt()

bool preAdapt ()

void postAdapt ()

~Grid()

argument access

*this exclusive
MPI exclusive
data exclusive

void communicate(DataHandle &data , InterfaceType

iftype , CommunicationDirection dir , int level)

const

void communicate(DataHandle &data , InterfaceType

iftype , CommunicationDirection dir) const

argument access

*this shared
MPI exclusive
data exclusive

void globalRefine(int refCount)

bool mark(int refCount , const Entity <0> &e)

argument access

*this exclusive
e shared
grid[e] shared
MPI[any] none

A.3.9 GridFactory

The default rules do not apply.
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GridFactory ()

~GridFactory ()

Grid *createGrid ()

argument access

*this exclusive
grid exclusive
MPI exclusive

What
about *
elementParametrization

and *

boundarySegment

in
adapt(),
loadBalance

(), and
globalRefine

() on the
grid?

What
about *
elementParametrization

and *

boundarySegment

in
adapt(),
loadBalance

(), and
globalRefine

() on the
grid?

void insertVertex(const FieldVector <ctype , dimworld > &

pos)

void insertElement(GeometryType type , const vector <

unsigned > &vertices)

void insertBoundarySegment(const vector <unsigned > &

vertices)

void insertElement(GeometryType type , const vector <

unsigned > &vertices , shared_ptr <VirtualFunction >

elementParametrization)

void insertBoundarySegment(const vector <unsigned > &

vertices , shared_ptr <BoundarySegment >

boundarySegment)

argument access

*this exclusive
grid exclusive
MPI none
pos shared
vertices shared
*elementParametrization exclusive
*boundarySegment exclusive

unsigned int insertionIndex (const Entity &entity)

const

unsigned int insertionIndex (const LeafIntersection &

intersection) const

bool wasInserted (const LeafIntersection &intersection

) const

argument access

*this shared
entity shared
intersection shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none
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A.3.10 GridView

The most tricky thing about the grid views is the index set. For some grids
building the index set can be expensive, and/or require some memory. These
grids tend to internally cache needed index sets on demand.

Non-custom grid views that cover the same set of entities should share a
cache for the index set (which is typically held by the grid itself). Obtaining
the grid view from the grid for the first time (after an exclusive access to the
grid) should initialize this cache, and this initialization will typically involve
some sort of synchronization invisible to the user.

Custom grid views cannot always share the same index set cache when they
are created independently. Therefore only custom grid views that are copies of
each other can be expected to share the same index set cache.

From the thread-safety point of view this should be transparent for the user.
From the performance point of view the user is advised to avoid requesting the
grid view often. It is OK to obtain the index set often, as long as it is obtained
from an existing grid view.

The default rules apply.

const Grid &grid() const

Iterator begin () const

Iterator end() const

Partition <pitype >:: Iterator begin() const

Partition <pitype >:: Iterator end() const

IntersectionIterator ibegin(const Entity &e) const

IntersectionIterator iend(const Entity &e) const

int overlapSize(int codim) const

int ghostSize(int codim) const

const CollectiveCommunication &comm() const

const IndexSet &indexSet () const

int size(int codim) const

int size(const GeometryType &type) const

bool contains(const Entity &e) const

argument access

*this shared
e shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none
type shared

void communicate(DataHandle &data , InterfaceType

iftype , CommunicationDirection dir) const

argument access

*this shared
grid shared
MPI exclusive
data exclusive
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A.3.11 IdSet

The grid only ever hands out references to IdSets. Thus the default rules do
not apply.

template <class Entity > IdType id(const Entity &e)

const

template <int codim > IdType id(const Entity <codim > &e)

const

IdType subId(const Entity <0> &e, int i, unsigned int

codim) const

argument access

*this shared
e shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none

A.3.12 IndexSet

The grid only ever hands out references to IndexSets. Thus the default rules
do not apply.

template <int cc > IndexType index(const Entity <cc > &e)

const

template <class Entity > IndexType index(const Entity &e

) const

template <int cc > IndexType subIndex(const Entity <cc > &

e, int i, unsigned int codim) const

template <class Entity > IndexType subIndex(const Entity

&e, int i, unsigned int codim) const

const std::vector <GeometryType > &geomTypes(int codim)

const // deprecated

Types types(int codim) const

IndexType size(GeometryType type) const

IndexType size(int codim) const

bool contains(const Entity &e) const // deprecated?

argument access

*this shared
e shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none

A.3.13 Intersection

The default rules apply.
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bool operator ==( const Intersection &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const Intersection &rhs) const

bool boundary () const

int boundaryId () const // experimental

size_t boundarySegmentIndex () const

bool neighbor () const

Entity inside () const

Entity outside () const

bool conforming () const

GeometryType type() const

int indexInInside () const

int indexInOutside () const

LocalGeometry geometryInInside () const

LocalGeometry geometryInOutside () const

Geometry geometry () const

GlobalCoordinate outerNormal(const LocalCoordinate &

local) const

GlobalCoordinate integrationOuterNormal(const

LocalCoordinate &local) const

GlobalCoordinate unitOuterNormal(const LocalCoordinate

&local) const

GlobalCoordinate centerUnitOuterNormal () const

argument access

*this shared
rhs shared
grid[any] shared
MPI[any] none
local shared

A.3.14 IntersectionIterator

The default rules apply.

IntersectionIterator &operator ++()

// no postincrement?

argument access

*this exclusive
grid shared
MPI none

const Intersection &operator *() const

const Intersection *operator ->() const

bool operator ==( const IntersectionIterator &rhs) const

bool operator !=( const IntersectionIterator &rhs) const
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argument access

*this shared
rhs shared
grid[any] shared
MPI none
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